Motivation: We here present OncoScore, an open-source tool and R package that implements a novel text-mining method capable of ranking genes according to their association to cancer, based on available biomedical literature on PubMed. OncoScore can scan the biomedical literature with dynamically updatable web queries and measure the association to cancer of each gene by considering their citations. The output of the tool is a score that is measuring the strength of the association of the genes to cancer at the time of the analysis. Availability and Implementation: OncoScore is available on GitHub and as an R package on bioconductor.org. Furthermore, the queries to OncoScore can also be performed at
Introduction
The NGS revolution has been contributing to decipher novel genes and genetic mechanism connected to cancer [1] . However, the always increasing amount of available genomics data together with new discoveries, is also posing new challenges to researchers, such as the one of prioritizing cancer genes among all the variants generated by NGS experiments. In fact, while a lot of efforts have been made to predict novel cancer driver genes, tools capable of automatically measure the association to cancer of genes based on the currently available in scientic literature are currently limited.
To overcome these limitations, in [2] we proposed OncoScore, a bioinformatics text-mining tool to automatically measure, with dynamically updatable web The input of the Oncocore pipeline is a set of candidate driver genes or a chromosomal region and all the genes within. For these genes, the tool scans the biomedical literature (i.e., PubMed scientific papers) and automatically retrives citation counts for all the genes. Then, the oncogenetic potential of each of the candidate driver genes is assessed. This analysis can also be repeated over a time line in order to analyze the trends of oncogeneicity of the genes over time.
queries to the biomedical literature, the association of genes to cancer based on genes citations. The output of the tool is a score that measures the strength of the association of any gene to cancer.
The latest version of OncoScore is availabe on Github at the development branch of https://github.com/danro9685/OncoScore and on Bioconductor as a R package at bioconductor.org. This version of the tool allows full customization of the algorithm and can be easily integrated in existing NGS pipelines. Furthermore, we also provide a web interface of the method which allows an easier access to researchers with limited experience in bioinformatics (see the Website http://www.galseq.com/oncoscore.html).
OncoScore analysis
The OncoScore analysis consists of two parts. One can estimate the oncogenic potential of a set of genes given the lecterature knowledge at the time of the analysis, or one can study the trend of such oncogenic potential over time. See Figure 2 for an overview on the OncoScore pipeline and the Supplementary Material for a detailed description of the software with examples.
OncoScore provides a set of functions to dynamically perform web queries to the biomedical literature in real time. The user can specify a set of genes and aliases to be considered in the queries. Furthermore, it is also possible to specify a set of dates and in this case the tool will retrieve only the literature up to these moments in order to assess the association to cancer of the considered genes at these specific times. Once the queries are performed, it is possible to measure the oncogenetic potentials of the genes by means of a number representing the strength of the association of any gene to cancer.
The OncoScore analysis is particularly useful when considering copy number alterations. These genomic rearrangements can involve dozens or even hundreds of genes. To this extent, OncoScore provides functions to retrieve the names of the genes in a given portion of a chromosome together with functions to automatically perform the whole pipeline for all the genes within an chromosomic region, without the need of directly specify the gene names.
As above mentioned, the tool also provides the opportunity of computing the OncoScore at different user-defined moment in time. This is useful to study the trend through the literature for specific genes.
Finally, the tool provides functions to plot the results on the retrieves genes or chromosomal regions. It is possible to plot the OncoScores as bar plots when performing the standard analysis and as line plots for the analysis of genes trends through time.
Conclusions
OncoScore is an open-source tool capable of ranking genes according to their association to cancer, based on available biomedical literature on PubMed. The tool can perform dynamically updatable web queries to the biomedical literature in real-time and measure the oncogenetic potential of genes. The output of the analysis is a score that measures the strength of the association of the genes to cancer at the time of the execution.
OncoScore analysis on NGS data on both variants and chromosomal regions shows the utility of this tool when performing the crucial task of cancer gene prioritization.
OncoScore: an R package to measure the oncogenic potential of genes
OncoScore is a tool to measure the association of genes to cancer based on citation frequency in biomedical literature. The score is evaluated from PubMed literature by dynamically updatable web queries.
Installation
The OncoScore R package is available on Bioconductor at https://bioconductor. org/packages/release/bioc/html/OncoScore.html and can be installed as follows.
## try http:// if https:// URLs are not supported source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R") biocLite("OncoScore")
The package is also available on Github at https://github.com/danro9685/ OncoScore. It is possible to install both the master (stable) and development versions of the R package by using the R library devtools. 
Examples
The OncoScore analysis consists of two parts. One can estimate a score to asses the oncogenic potential of a set of genes, given the literature knowledge, at the time of the analysis, or one can study the trend of such score over time. * Equal contributors.
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We next present the two analysis and we conclude with showing the capabilities of the tool to visualize the results. First we load the library. library(OncoScore)
OncoScore analysis
The query that we show next retrieves from PubMed the citations, at the time of the query, for a list of genes in cancer related and in all the documents. query = perform.query(c("ASXL1","IDH1","IDH2","SETBP1","TET2")) ### Starting the queries for the selected genes.
### Performing queries for cancer literature
Number of papers found in PubMed for ASXL1 was: 309 Number of papers found in PubMed for IDH1 was: 1450 Number of papers found in PubMed for IDH2 was: 557 Number of papers found in PubMed for SETBP1 was: 69 Number of papers found in PubMed for TET2 was: 560
### Performing queries for all the literature Number of papers found in PubMed for ASXL1 was: 350 Number of papers found in PubMed for IDH1 was: 1581 Number of papers found in PubMed for IDH2 was: 648 Number of papers found in PubMed for SETBP1 was: 89 Number of papers found in PubMed for TET2 was: 717
OncoScore also provides a function to retireve the names of the genes in a given portion of a chromosome that can be exploited if we are dealing, e.g., with copy number alterations hitting regions rather than specific genes. > chr13 = get.genes.from.biomart(chromosome=13,start=54700000,end=72800000) > head(chr13)
[1] "LINC00374" "RNA5SP30" "RNU7-87P" "HNF4GP1" "RN7SL375P" "BORA"
Furthermore, one can also automatically perform the OncoScore analysis on chromosomic regions as follows:
> result = compute.oncoscore.from.region(10, 100000, 500000) ### Performing query on BioMart ### Performing web query on: RNA5SP297 RNA5SP298 RN7SL754P ZMYND11 DIP2C ### Starting the queries for the selected genes.
Number of papers found in PubMed for RNA5SP297 was: -1 Number of papers found in PubMed for RNA5SP298 was: -1 Number of papers found in PubMed for RN7SL754P was: -1 Number of papers found in PubMed for ZMYND11 was: 27 Number of papers found in PubMed for DIP2C was: 1
### Performing queries for all the literature
Number of papers found in PubMed for RNA5SP297 was: -1 Number of papers found in PubMed for RNA5SP298 was: -1 Number of papers found in PubMed for RN7SL754P was: -1 Number of papers found in PubMed for ZMYND11 was: 45 Number of papers found in PubMed for DIP2C was: 3 ### Processing data ### Computing frequencies scores ### Estimating oncogenes ### Results:
We now compute a score for each of the genes, to estimate their oncogenic potential. 
OncoScore timeline analysis
The query that we show next retrieves from PubMed the citations, at specified time points, for a list of genes in cancer related and in all the documents.
> query.timepoints = perform.query.timeseries(c("ASXL1","IDH1","IDH2", "SETBP1","TET2"), c("2012/03/01", "2013/03/01", "2014/03/01", "2015/03/01", "2016/03/01")) 
Visualization of the results
We next plot the scores measuring the oncogenetic potential of the considered genes as a barplot (see Figure 1 ).
> plot.oncoscore(result, col = 'darkblue')
We finally plot the trend of the scores over the considered times as absolute and values and as relative variations (see Figures 2, 3, 4) . 
